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Continuous relax dryer. 
The Biancalani drying solution for open width  
and tubular knitted fabric, in complete relaxation.

INTENSEFABRICSHAKING 
Up to 500 high-amplitude shakes per minute

HIGHDWELLINGTIME 
For optimal shrinkage

MODULARDESIGN 
Configurable and expandable

HIGHPRODUCTIONSPEED 
Up to 50 m/min
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PRODUCTIVESTABILITY

A conveyor belt at the inlet section guides the fabric 
into the first section of the BRIO®24, where it is pre-
dryed to optimal humidity levels, after which the 
shrinking and drying stage begins, with a series of 
alternating passages between the vibrating trays and 
the special patented spreading and drying devices.
Inside the trays, the fabric undergoes a homoge-
neously distributed relaxing and shrinking action, and 
then it passes through the spreading and drying de-
vices where it is opened and repositioned exclusively 
by means of hot air flows, which at the same time pro-
gressively dry it. The final stage consists of a cooling 
section, followed by a conveyor belt which brings the 
fabric, without tension, to the plaiting device.

The working principle 

The new BRIO®24 combines the patented tech-
nology of the BRIO® with the production capacity 
and the convenience of a continuous open-width 
process, offering the production volume of an ef-
ficient tensionless drying, shrinking and relaxing 
machine together with stability levels that were 
once only possible to reach with drum tumblers.

Endless relax,  
boundless productivity
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The BRIO®24 is specifically designed for relax-dry-
ing and stabilising any kind of knitted fabric, in any 
composition and weight, both in tubular and open 
form, ensuring the highest degree of shrinkage and 
permanent stability, with a soft hand and increased 
volume, in a completely safe and tensionless contin-
uous process.

An extensive number of tests have shown 
the efficiency of the BRIO®24 treatment for 
the dimensional stabilisation of knitted fab-
rics to be as good as its discontinuous ver-
sion: shrinkage values up to 20% with con-
stantly near-zero residuals after washing, 
reduction of residual spirality in tubular 
knits, increased volume and bulkiness, and a 
nice soft hand.
All results are always obtained in a com-
pletely safe and tensionless process, which 
also ensures the absence of pilling or any 
imperfections whatsoever.

The BRIO®24 user interface is designed to 
allow the maximum ease of use, and al-
lows users to control and organise all the 
working parameters into recipes, which 
can then be recalled at any time at the 
touch of a button. Simple and easy to learn, 
the BRIO®24 allows all the machine param-
eters to be monitored in real time, ensuring 
the smooth operation and continuous uni-
formity of the treatment.
Remote and local monitoring, together 
with advanced statistics, complete the 
functionality of the machine.

Stabil-easy:  
efficient and safe operation 

Designed for knitted fabrics

Outstanding results

Each section of the BRIO®24 has independent fan and heating controls, allowing the user to set the optimal temperature in in-
creasing steps throughout the process, and detectors which - by determining the amount of fabric inside each tray - automatical-
ly control the accumulation and flow of fabric from one section to the next.
The production capacity of the machine can match any requirements, as the modular design allows for variation in the number of 
modules, leaving plenty of room for growth, as the system can be expanded at any point in the future, when a higher production 
capacity is required.

Modular design 53
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Working width up to 220 cm open, or tubular any size

Production speed 5-50 m/min

Processing speed up to 500 shakings per minute

Fabric inlet free / pin chain / in line from other devices

Fabric delivery plaiter / in line to other devices

Maximum air temperature 150°C (pre-drying), 120°C (treatment)

Production capacity up to 16 ton/day

Installed electrical power starting from 87 kW

Installed thermal power starting from 450 kW

Average utilisation of gas | steam starting from 13 Nm/h (gas) | 190 kg/h (steam)

Technical specifications

INDETAIL

Configurations and example lines

pin chain introduction | Brio®24 with 5 modules | exit to plaiter

impregnation foulard | Brio®24 with 4 modules |  J-box |  equalizer |  exit to roll/plaiter



In open width,  
across the finishing line!
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BIANCALANI srl via Menichetti 28, 59100 PRATO ITALY | ph +39 0574 54871 | fax +39  0574  633491 www.biancalani.com
sales dept. contacts@biancalani.com | service dept. service@biancalani.com | technological dept. technologist@biancalani.com

THE DATA SHOWN IN THIS CATALOGUE CAN BE  
CHANGED AT ANY TIME WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE  
DUE TO PRODUCT MODIFICATION AND IMPROVEMENT.


